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Commentary

Immersion and the illusion of presence in virtual
reality
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This commentary briefly reviews the history of virtual reality and its use for psychology

research, and clarifies the concepts of immersion and the illusion of presence.

Virtual reality (VR) appears to bemaking a ‘comeback’, and Pan andHamilton (2018) have

usefully brought it to the attention of the psychology community, concentrating mainly

on social psychology. It is worth noting first that VR has been around in something like its

present form since the late 1980s. Readers may be surprised to learn that some of the VR
systems at that time, systems that were actually sold, were highly sophisticated and

multiperson (more than one person could simultaneously share the same virtual

environment seeing avatar representations of each other), with full stereo display, head

tracking, and at least hand tracking – for example (Blanchard et al., 1990). For awonderful

review of the early days of VR, see Lanier (2017). What has changed since that time is

accessibility and of course amassive increase in graphics and computing power. A system

today with a quite high-quality wide field-of-view stereo head-mounted display, with six

degrees of freedom head tracking, and even hands and feet tracking, can cost a few
hundred euros, and the computer needed to drive it is a PC or Mac with an up-to-date

graphics card (even a higher end laptop will be good enough). A similar capability, say,

7 years ago cost tens of thousands of euros. The last head-mounted display we bought in

my laboratory before the advent of the first Oculus cost $35 000. Additionally, the head-

tracking set-up cost around $15 000 and we also bought two full-body tracking systems

one for $20 000 and the other for $50 000. In the early 1990s, such a system would have

cost more in the order of hundreds of thousands, and around half of this cost would have

been a computer specialized for graphics. Today, research thatwedo in the laboratory can
be applied, in principle, in the office and the home. Hence, as a methodology for

experimental studies in psychology, it is now highly feasible to consider VR as an option.

(Of course, these costs do not take account salaries of the programmers needed to create

the scenarios).

The classic reference for the use of VR in social psychology is Blascovich et al.

(2002). With more than 720 citations (according to Google Scholar), and with already

20 in 2018 at the time of writing, it has stood the test of time. It covers similar ground

to the current paper and also includes a theoretical model of social influence in VR.
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Since that paper, which came out of a highly productive psychology group at the

University of California Santa Barbara led by Prof. Jack Loomis, who had written a

preceding paper on the use of VR in psychology (Loomis, Blascovich, & Beall, 1999),

there have been numerous studies that have exploited VR to address issues in social
psychology. For example, Pan and Hamilton (2018) discuss a recent proxemics study

(McCall & Singer, 2015), research that has a long history, for example (Bailenson,

Blascovich, Beall, & Loomis, 2003).

The definition by Pan and Hamilton (2018) of VR as simply ‘a computer-generated

world’ may be at once both too simplistic and too all embracing. The fundamental

element of any VR system must include a computer-generated world of course but

ideally one that perceptually surrounds the participant, and where perception is a

function at least of head tracking. Nevertheless, so-called desktop VR might still be
considered as VR. But rather than a binary definition, in Slater (2009) I defined

‘immersion’ as an objective property of a system, and higher or lower immersion as the

extent to which a VR system can support natural sensorimotor contingencies for

perception (O’Regan & No€e, 2001) including the response to a perceptual action (hence

aspects such as display resolution and stereo are intrinsically connected to perception).

So a system that supported being able to perceive using the whole body (bending down

to look underneath something, reaching out, looking around an object, etc.) would be at

a higher level of immersion than one that just afforded looking at a screen (for as soon as
you turn your head away from the screen you are no longer perceiving the virtual world).

In this way, systems can be classified by the extent to which one system can be used to

simulate another. In principle, a higher level immersive system, such as a wide field-of-

view, high-resolution, stereo, head-tracked head-mounted display with full real-time

motion capture, and auditory and haptic feedback could be used to simulate the

experience of a desktop VR system and therefore would be considered at a higher level

of immersion. Then, based on this type of classification (which is a partial order),

researchers can study how different levels of immersion might correspond to different
levels of the illusion of being in the virtual world (the place illusion component of

presence), and the extent to which people respond as if events in the virtual world were

really happening. This approach also supports psychophysics based measures of

presence that do not require questionnaires (Slater, Spanlang, & Corominas, 2010).

On the subject of presence, the authors in their section the ‘challenge of presence’

use the word ‘belief’ – that it seems impossible that people would believe the virtual

world to be the real thing. However, presence is not about belief. Of course no one,

not even when they are standing by a virtual precipice with their heart racing and
feeling great anxiety, ever believes in the reality of what they are perceiving. The whole

point of presence is that it is the illusion of being there, notwithstanding that you

know for sure that you are not. It is a perceptual but not a cognitive illusion, where the

perceptual system, for example, identifies a threat (the precipice) and the brain-body

system automatically and rapidly reacts (this is the safe thing to do), while the cognitive

system relatively slowly catches up and concludes ‘But I know that this isn’t real’. But

by then it is too late, the reactions have already occurred.

This is the real power of VR, and, like any illusion, even though you know it is an
illusion, this does not change your perception or your response to it. When you look at a

Necker cube you know for sure that it is only an arrangement of 12 lines on a flat surface,

but you cannot help seeing it as a cube. In VR, we know that the precipice is not there, or

in theVirtualMilgramObedience experiment, participants knew for sure that nothing real

was happening, but they still tended to respond as if theywere causing harm to the virtual
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Learner – in spite of the very simple rendering of the character representing the Learner

(since presence is not even about realism).

Virtual reality did not suddenly appear out of nowhere in 2012. It has a long history,

with massive amounts of research in the past 30 years (Slater & Sanchez-Vives, 2016), not
least in different areas of psychology. This timely article by Pan and Hamilton (2018)

brings VR to the attention of a wide audience, and hopefully, the next 30 years will be

even more productive than the last, given the widespread availability now of immersive

systems.
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